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Introduction.

If the coefficients of a linear homogeneous substitution (matrix, bilinear form)

are unrestricted, i. e., belong to the continuous domain of all complex numbers,,

there is no upper limit to its finite period ; f moreover, for all possible integral

values of n and m there exist linear substitutions in n variables of period m.

But if the coefficients are restricted to the domain of rational numbers, the

finite period is limited to certain definitely prescribed values that depend on the

number of variables. For instance, it is clear that in one variable the only

linear homogeneous substitutions of finite period with rational coefficients are

x = x, of period one, and x = — x, of period two. Again, in two variables

the only finite periods will be shown to be 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6. This may be com-

pared with the well-known result given by Klein and Fricke J that the finite

periods of linear fractional substitutions of determinant 1 in one variable are

1, 2, and 3.

In the continuous domain of complex numbers, every linear substitution of

finite period is completely reducible ; i. e., its canonical form is axial ; but in

the domain of rational numbers, some linear substitutions are only partly redu-

cible and some are entirely irreducible ; hence their canonical forms are no

longer so simple. Moreover, there is an intimate connection between the redu-

cibility of a linear substitution and its period.

In § § .1—4 of this paper the minimum degree (number of variables) of a

linear substitution of given period m with rational coefficients is determined ;

* Presented to the Society at the Ithaca meeting September 5, 1907. Received for publica-

tion September 5, 1907.

f In this paper I shall confine my attention to matrices whose determinants do not vanish and

therefore define the period of a matrix and the identity matrix in the usual way ; in another

paper soon to be published elsewhere I shall consider groups of matrices whose determinants-

vanish, and arrive at a more general definition of the concepts period and identity matrix.

t Modulfunktionen, vol. 1, p. 182.
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184 A. ranum: periodic substitutions [April

in §§ 5-9 the effect of its reducibility is found ; in §§ 10-20 the inverse prob-

lem is solved of obtaining the values of the period of a linear substitution when

its degree and reducibility are given ; §§ 21-27 contain a method of construct-

ing the canonical forms of all linear substitutions of finite period. The prin-

cipal results are : (1) a complete determination of all the finite periods of n-ary

linear substitutions having rational coefficients ; (2) a precise classification of all

n-ary linear substitutions of period m having rational coefficients, with respect

to their reducibility and canonical forms. Finally, § 28 contains a brief sum-

mary of these results for linear substitutions of low degree.

The minimum degree of a matrix of period m.

1. Let

Ihi-iiA
£-('<,)-   ••••)•     where     Kvl + o,

be an n-ary matrix of period m whose elements are rational numbers, and let its

characteristic equation be written in the form

4>(\) = IZ..-\o\.| = 0,        where        ¿\, = ( J !Í ! 7*"'
V    I       I « v I ' >i       ( 0,  if % +^j.

If we denote the identity matrix (8..) by /, then L satisfies the two symbolic

equations Lm — I and 4>(X) = 0, whose degrees are m and n, respectively.

Frobenius * has proved that a matrix is of finite period if, and only if, the

elementary divisors of its characteristic determinant are all linear, and the roots

of its characteristic equation are roots of unity. It follows that if its period is

m, the L. C. M. of the orders of these roots of unity must be ra.f Here the

term order of a root of unity e is defined as the lowest integer k for which e" = 1.

2. We shall need the following :

Lemma. Any rational, integral equation 4>(\) = 0, whose coefficients

belong to a field $ ii, is the characteristic equation of some matrix whose

elements belong to il.§

•Crelle's Journal, vol. 84 (1877), p. 16.

fit is incorrectly stated by Muth (Elementarlheiler, art. 91, p. 178) that at least one of these

roots must be a primitive m-th root of unity.

X By the term field we shall understand, as usual, any set of elements that is olosed under

rational operations (excluding division by zero), while we shall confine the term domain to that

particular kind of field whose elements, infinite in number, are ordinary real or complex num-

bers. The domain (*!,«»,•••) will be understood to mean the set of rational functions of the

numbers £,, e,,

? This lemma was given in substance by Dickson in the Amerioan Journal of Mathe-

matics, vol. 23 (1901), p. 37.
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Proof. If 3>(X) = X" + dx\'~l + ... + dn, let L = (l^) be chosen as

defined by the equations

¿M+i = l (i = l, •••, n —1),        lnJ= —dn_j+x (j = l, ■■-, n),

í# — 0 (,?* + *+ 1; i H= w; i,j = l, •••, n).

Then £ is evidently a matrix whose elements belong to Í!, and whose char-

acteristic equation is «I> ( X ) = 0, as required by the lemma.

Example.    If n = 3,

I °    1    °\®(\) = \s + dx\2+d2\ + d3,       L=       0        0        1    .

\-da  -d2  -dj

3. Our object is to find, for any given value of the degree n of a matrix L

with rational elements, all the values of its finite period m, which are not also

periods of matrices with rational elements of degree lower than n ; we shall

attain this object by first obtaining, for any given value of its period m, its

minimum degree n. Since the degree of a matrix is equal to the degree of its

characteristic equation, and since by the above lemma every rational, integral

equation with rational coefficients is the characteristic equation of some matrix

with rational elements, therefore we wish to find an equation <ï> ( X ) = 0, whose

coefficients are rational, whose roots are roots of unity, such that the L. C. M.

of their orders is m, whose elementary divisors are linear (when it is regarded

as the characteristic equation of some definite matrix), and whose degree n is a

minimum.

As so defined, Í>(X) = 0 will not have multiple roots. If it had, then the

equation

_*<M_=0
[*(X), *'(*)] '

where [4>(X), ^'(X)] is the G. C. D. of <E>(X) and its derivative, would not

have multiple roots, and since its coefficients are rational, it would also be the

characteristic equation of some matrix with rational elements ; moreover, it

would be satisfied by all the roots of 4>(X) = 0, its elementary divisors would

be linear, and its degree would be less than that of <ï> ( X ) = 0.

Suppose the function Xm — 1 to be factored as far as possible in the domain (1 ).

Corresponding to every divisor mx of m, there will be just one irreducible factor

of Xm — 1 that is annihilated by all the primitive mx-th roots of unity and no

others ; and in particular there will be one irreducible factor <J>t ( X ), that is

annihilated by all the primitive m-th roots of unity and no others.    It is clear,

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 13
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therefore, that our problem will be solved by putting 4> ( X ) equal to the product

of irreducible factors of \m — 1 selected in such a way that the sum of their

degrees is a minimum and the G. C. D. of the orders of the corresponding roots

of unity is equal torn.    Its elementary divisors will evidently be linear.

4. If now we impose the further restriction that the characteristic determi-

nant 4>(X) shall be irreducible, we plainly have to put <ï>(X) = 4>j(X); and

since the degree of <£,(X) is <b(m) (Euler's. 9-f unction), the latter is not

merely the minimum degree, but the only possible degree of the corresponding

matrix.    Thus we have derived

Theorem 1. Every matrix of period m whose elementa are rational

and whoae characteristic determinant is irreducible in the domain (1) is of

degree ^(m). The characteristic determinant of every such matrix ¿a that

irreducible factor of\m—l which is annihilated by the primitive m-th root8 of

unity.

Example. Every such matrix of period 12 is of degree 4, and its charac-

teristic determinant is X4 — X2 -f 1 ; a representative matrix is

oioo-

0    0    10

0    0    0    1'

-1    0    10

5. On the other hand, if we place no limitation on the reducibility of the

characteristic equation, we can, of course, find matrices of period m whose

degree is higher than ef>(m), but we can also in general find others of degree

much lower than 9(m). Let m = 2"p** •••p"', where px, ■ ■ ■,pr are the dis-

tinct odd prime factors of m (if any exist), where ax, ■ ■ ■, ar are positive inte-

gers, and where a is a positive integer or zero. We wish to find a set of inte-

gers mx, • ■ ■, mt whose L. C. M. is m, and the sum of whose 9-f unctions is a

minimum. It will evidently be sufficient to take these integers prime to each

other. For if any two of them are not prime to each other, their G. C. D. is

at most 2, and eb(2ic) = eb(tc) where k is odd. Moreover, if mx and m2 are

prime to each other, eb(mxm2) = eb(mx)-eb(m2); and since the sum of two

positive integers is less than, or equal to, their product, unless one of them is

unity, it follows that <b(mx) + é(m2)^A(mxm2), unless cb(mx), say, is 1, i. e.,

unless mx = 2.

Therefore, if a > 1, the required integers can be taken to be 2", pf, • ■., p"r<-,

and    the    required    minimum    degree    of    a   matrix    of    period    m    is

9(2°) + eb(p\H) +-1- cb(pf); while if a = 0 or 1, the integers can be taken

to be 2apx1,p]t1, ■ • -,pf, and the minimum "degree is cb(paxi) H-(- cb(p^r).
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ifr(m) =

If we define yfr(m) by the equations

9(2a) + ±9(tf')» if«>l,
i=i

¿9ÍJ»?), if a = lorO,

we have

Theorem 2. If the characteristic determinant of a matrix of period m,

whose elements are rational, is reducible in the domain (1), its irreducible fac-

tors are those irreducible factors of Xm — 1, which are annihilated respec-

tively by the primitive mx-th ■ ■ ■ m-th roots of unity, where mx, . ■., m are

integers whose L. C. M. is equal to m. The minimum degree of a matrix of

period m with rational elements is equal to ip-(m).

Example. If m = 15, the minimum degree is 6, and every matrix of period

15 and degree 6 has for its characteristic determinant

(X2 + X -f 1)(X< -f Xs-f X2 + X -f 1),

a representative matrix is

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

-1 -1

0       0

0

0

0

0

0

01

0

0

0

1

0 0   -1   -1

The Reducibility of Matrices in a Given Domain.

6. A classification of matrices with respect to their characteristic equations

will now be considered, and the results will be obtained for matrices whose ele-

ments belong to any domain ii, not necessarily the domain (1), and not merely

for matrices of finite period, but for all matrices whose characteristic determin-

ants have linear elementary divisors.

If the totality of all the n-ary matrices in ii, whose determinants are not

zero, is called the chief linear group of ii, then two such matrices, L and IJ, will

be said to be conjugate in ii, if they are conjugate in the chief group of ii,

i. e., if there exists a matrix M in the chief group, such that M~l LM'= L'.

A matrix L will be said to be reducible in ii, if it is conjugate, in ii, to a

matrix of the form

M*S>
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where Lx, L2 are square matrices and O,, 02 are rectangular matrices whose

elements are all zero. If the component matrices Lx and L2 are themselves irre-

ducible, then L' will be called a reduced matrix. If not, then L' can be further

transformed into a matrix having three or more components. When finally all

the components are irreducible, the complete matrix is said to be reduced in Í1.

If the reduced matrix is axial, i. e., if all its elements outside of the principal

diagonal are zero, the original matrix L is said to be completely reducible. In

the complete set of conjugates to a given matrix L a simple representative

matrix may be chosen as the canonical form of L. The canonical form of a

reducible matrix will naturally be chosen to be a reduced matrix.

7. It is well known * that in the continuous domain of complex numbers all

matrices, except those whose characteristic determinant has only a single ele-

mentary divisor, are reducible and that every matrix whose characteristic deter-

minant has only linear elementary divisors is completely reducible. In a

smaller domain, however, matrices are in general less reducible and the number

of irreducible matrices is larger.

Example.    The ternary matrix

/0    1    0

L = l 0    0    1

\ 1    0    0,

of period 3, is completely reducible in the domain of complex numbers, and its

reduced form is

1    0    0

0    e    0

0    0    e2,

where e is a primitive cube root of unity ; whereas in the domain (1) it is only

partly reducible, and its canonical reduced form can be taken to be

II       0       0

L'=l 0       0       1

\0   -1   -1
It is easy to verify that

1       0       1

1   -1   -1

110,

is a matrix that will transform L into L'.

8. The following statement can be given to a well-known result in the theory

of elementary divisors : f

• Muth, Elementartheiler, arts. 77-79.

fFKOBENlus, Crelle's Journal, vol. 86 (1878), p.
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Two matrices belonging to a domain Í1 are conjugate in il, if, and only if,

the elementary divisors of their characteristic determinants coincide.

In the particular case in which the elementary divisors are linear, they will

coincide if the characteristic determinants themselves coincide. Therefore, if

the characteristic determinants of two matrices belonging to ÎÎ have linear

elementary divisors, then the coincidence of these characteristic determinanta

is the necessary and sufficient condition that the matrices are conjugate in il.

Among the matrices to which this theorem applies are those of finite period,

since their elementary divisors are linear. Hence we see that two matrices of

finite period belonging to il are conjugate in il, if, and only if, they have the

same characteristic determinant.

Example. The above-mentioned ternary matrices of period 3 both have the

same characteristic determinant, X3 — 1.

9.  We are now prepared to prove

Theorem 3. A matrix L, whose characteristic determinant 3>(X) has its

elementary divisors all linear, is reducible in a given domain il, if, and only

if, its characteristic determinant is reducible in that domain. If the irreducible

factors o/ Í>(X) are 4>j(X), •••, ^(X), of degrees nx, •••, nt, respectively,

then the reduced form of L is made up of irreducible components Lx, • • •, L ,

of degrees nx, ■■•, nt, respectively, whose characteristic determinants are

4>,(X), ■••, 5>#(X), respectively.

Proof, (a) If L is reducible in ii, it obviously has the same characteristic

determinant as its reduced form. Moreover, the characteristic determinant of

a reduced matrix is the product of the characteristic determinants of its com-

ponents, and is therefore reducible in il.

(b) If 4>(X), the characteristic determinant of L, is reducible in ii, and its

irreducible factors are ^(X), •■•, Í»,(X), then, by the lemma of §2, com-

ponent matrices Lx, ■■ -, Lt exist in il having the functions 4>,(X), •••, <Ï>#(X)

as their characteristic determinants. Moreover, the latter, being irreducible,

have no multiple roots, and their elementary divisors are linear. Therefore the

reduced matrix L', made up of the components Lx, ■•-, Lt, has the same char-

acteristic determinant, with the same linear elementary divisors, as L ; i. e., L

and L' are conjugate in ii and L is reducible in ii.

Example.

0        2        0        21

L =
10-10

0 0 0 2

0        0       10
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is a matrix whose characteristic determinant, ( X2 — 2 )2, has the elementary

divisors (X — V2), (X - l/2), (X -f V2), and (X + i/2). Since this char-

acteristic determinant is reducible in any domain, L is reducible in any domain.

In the continuous domain, L is completely reducible and its canonical form is

V2 0          0          0

0 V2          0          0

0 O-v/2          0

.0 0          0-1/2.

In the domain (1), however, the irreducible factors of its characteristic deter-

minant are X2 — 2 and X2 — 2 and its canonical form can be taken to be

0    2 0    0

10 0    0

0    0 0    2'

0    0 10.

Corollary. A matrix of finite period is reducible in a given domain, if,

and only if, its characteristic determinant is reducible in that domain.

Example. The reducibility of the matrix mentioned in § 7 is due to the

reducibility of its characteristic determinant (X—l)(X2-r-X-|-l).

THE   FINITE  PERIODS   OF   n-ARY   MATRICES.

10. In all that follows, the domain (1) will be understood.* By means of

Theorem 3 and its corollary, the results of Theorems 1 and 2 can now be

expressed in the following form :

Theorem 4. Every irreducible matrix of period m with rational elementa

ia of degree é(m). Every reducible matrix of period m with rational elementa

is of degree eb(mx) + • ■ • + cb(mf), where mx, •••, mt are integer a whose

L. C. M. is equal to m ; its reduced form is made up of irreducible com-

ponents whose degrees are eb(mx), ■•-, eb(mf), respectively. The minimum

degree of a matrix of period m with rational elements is -^(m).

Example. If m = 20, the irreducible matrices are of degree 8 ; the

reducible matrices are of various degrees ranging upward from the minimum

value, which is 6 ; for instance, by taking mx = 1, m2 = 4, m3 = 4, mi = 10,

we get 1 + 2 + 2 + 4 = 9 for the degree.

11. Theorem 4 is analogous to the following well-known properties of per-

mutations (substitutions):

* In a future paper I hope to treat in a similar manner the domain ( c ), where e is a root

of unity.
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Every transitive (cyclical) permutation of period m is of degree m. Every

intransitive permutation of period m is of degree mx + ... + mt, where

mx, •■■,mt are integers whose L. C. M. is equal to m.    The minimum degree

of a permutation of period 2"p"xl ■ ■ • pf is 2° + p"1 +-1- pf, if a > 0, and

PV + ---+P?,if a = Q.
Example. A permutation of period 20 and of minimum degree 9 has one

cycle of 4 letters and one of 5.

12. Corollary 1. The minimum degree of a matrix whose period m is a

power of a prime, or twice a power of an odd prime, is é(m). In particular,

the minimum degree of a matrix of prime period p is p — 1.

From Corollary 1, in view of the lemma of § 2, we derive

Corollary 2. If p is a prime and a is an integer determined by the

inequalities pa~l(p — 1) = n <Cpa(p — 1), then n-ary matrices exist whoae

period is any power of p as high as the a-th, but no higher. In particular,

ifp — 1 = n <p(p — 1), n-ary matrices exist of period p, but none of period

a power of p higher than the first. The highest prime period of an n-ary

matrix cannot be greater than n + 1.

Since, for most values of m, yfr(m) <.eb(m), it follows that in general the

minimum degree of matrices of period m is less than the degree of the irredu-

cible matrices of that period ; i. e., there exist reducible matrices of lower degree

than the irreducible matrices of the same period.

But there are exceptional values of m for which ylr(m)=A(m). The solu-

tions of this equation are evidently

(1)   «i = 2°,        (2)    m = p",        (3)    m = 2pa,       (4)    m = 12.

If m has any of these values, the minimum degree of matrices of period m is

equal to the degree of the irreducible matrices of that period ; and there are no

reducible matrices of lower degree than the irreducible matrices of the same

period.
Moreover, if m = 2°, p", or 2p", all the matrices of minimum degree ef>(m)

are irreducible. Hence, every matrix whose period m is a power of a prime or

twice a power of an odd prime, and one whoae degree ia 6(m), ia irreducible;

the degree of every reducible matrix of the aame period ia greater than ef>(m).

m particular, every matrix of prime period p and of degree p — 1 is irredu-

cible ; the degree of every reducible matrix of period p is greater than p — 1.

On the other hand, if m = 12, ef>(m) = 2 • 2 and ^fr(m) = 2 + 2 . Therefore

some of the matrices of period 12 and of degree 4 are irreducible' and some are

reducible; every reducible matrix of period 12 is of degree 4 or more.

18. With the single exception, <p(2) = -^(2) = 1, an odd number cannot be a
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value of cb(m) or of i]r(m). Moreover, not every even number can be a value of

9(m) ; among the even numbers which are not values of eb(m) the smallest are

14, 26, 34, 38, and 50. However, it is easy to see that every even number is

included among the values of -^r(m).

From these data drawn from the theory of numbers the following conclusions

can be immediately drawn. The degree of an irreducible matrix of finite period

cannot be an odd number greater than 1 or one of the even numbers 14, 26,

34, 38, 50, etc.; in other words, every matrix of finite period, whose degree is

either an odd number greater than 1 or one of the even numbers 14, 26, 34, 38,

50, etc., is reducible. In particular, every ternary matrix of finite period is

reducible in the domain (1) *.

The minimum- degree of a matrix of finite period can be any even number

whatsoever, but cannot be an odd number greater than 1 ; in other words,

every even number is the minimum degree of the matrices of some finite period,

whereas, if a matrix of finite period is of odd degree ( > 1 ), another matrix of

the same period and of lower degree can be found.

14. Let eb^(x) and -^r~l(x) he defined in the usual way as the inverse 9- and

y¡r-íunctions of x. As so defined they are multiple-valued for some integral

values of x and do not exist at all for other values of x. Neither <b~l(x) nor

i/r~] (x) exists for any odd value of x greater than 1 ; cb~l (x) exists for all even

values of x except 14, 26, etc., and yjr~l (x) exists for all even values of x without

exception.

The values of eb~l(n) are evidently the finite periods of irreducible matrices

of degree n ; while the values of i|r_1(») are those finite periods of reducible or

irreducible matrices of degree n which are not also periods of matrices of lower

degree. To find all the finite periods of wary matrices, it is necessary, therefore,

to include the totality of the values of -^"'(a;) for all integral values of x from

1 to w inclusive, i. e., if n=2k or 2k+l, to include the values of i/r_1(l), ^~'(2),

yjr~\4), ■ ■ -, yfr~1(2k).    In view of the lemma of § 2, we may state

Theorem 5. If n = 2k or 2k + 1, the finite periods of n-ary matrices with

rational elements are the values of yjr~l( 1 ), 1/r-1 (2), yjr~l(4), • • ■, i/r-1 (2k).

There exist n-ary matrices having all these periods, but none having any

other finite periods.

Corollary. The finite periods of matrices of degree 2k + 1 are exactly

the same as those of degree 2k.

•On the other hand Poincaré has shown (Les Fonctions fuchsiennes et Varithmétique, Liou-

vi lie's Journal, ser. 4, vol. 3 (1887), pp. 439-449) that within the group of ternary matrices

whose determinants are equal to unity and whose elements are not only rational but integral,

the matrices of finite period are not all reducible, although their characteristic determinants

evidently break up into factors with rational, and therefore integral, coefficients.
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15. Geometrical interpretation. There are various ways in which ra-ary

matrices, or linear substitutions in n variables, can be interpreted geometrically

as collineations. For the present, let us regard the n variables as cartesian

point coordinates in flat space Bn of n dimensions. Then an n-ary matrix

becomes an affine transformation of Bn that leaves the origin fixed, an affine

transformation being a collineation that leaves the Bn_x at infinity fixed.

Now the corollary to Theorem 5 shows that the finite periods of affine trans-

formations with rational coefficients that leave the origin fixed are exactly the

same in space of 2k + 1 dimensions as in space of 2k dimensions. This

result is analogous to certain other properties which distinguish space of an

even number of dimensions from space of an odd number of dimensions. For

example, in B2k+X as well as in B^ the most general movement about a fixed

point is the resultant of k independent rotations in k mutually perpendicular

planes.*

16. In order to compute with facility the values of 9-1(n) and yfr~l(n) cor-

responding to a given value of n, it will be necessary first to construct a short

auxiliary table of those particular values of eb~x(n) which are powers of primes.

These can be written down by inspection, as follows :

1    2    4    6    8    10    12     16     18    20    22    28     30    32    36    40    42

eb-\n) =p*
2   3   5   7       11   13   17   19        23   29   31        37  41   43

22 23 32 2* 25    33   52 26 72

17.    Computation of eb~x(n).     Let m = eb~x(n).

then n = ep(2a°)eb(pa¿). ■•cb(pa/).    Now let

If m = 2a°paxl ■■■parr,

(1)

n0 = é(2°>), i.e., 2-- 9"> ( *, ),

"i = <KP?)t   "     fP-^OO.

^ = 9(K')>    "     Paf=é~lM-

Then n = nánx •■■nr and 9_1(w) = 9~1(ra0)-9-1(«1) • • -ep~l(nr).

Therefore, to compute the values of eb~l ( n ) we first resolve n in every pos-

sible way into even factors n0, nx, ■ ■ -, nr (except that ng may be 1), such that

the values of their inverse 9-functions can be taken to be powers of distinct

primes ; then for every such resolution of n we select those powers of distinct

primes in every possible way and form their product.    The products so formed

*Schoutb, Mehrdimensionale Geometrie (1902), vol. 1, art. 112.
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are the required values of 9-1(»). The work will be shortened somewhat by

ignoring the case n0 = 1 until the end and then multiplying every odd value of

•9-l(n) by 2 to form an additional even value.

18.  Table of values of ef>-l(n).

The finite periods of n-ary irreducible matrices.

Degree = n

= no... n.

2-2
6

:8

2-4

= 4-2

Period = *-' (n)

2a<'p^...p^=m

1 =
2 =
3 =

2-3 =
2« =

5 =
2-5 =

2» =

1

2
3
6

4

5

10
8

2»-3 = 12
7=  7

2-7 = 14
3»=  9

2-3« = 18
2* = 16

3-5 = 15
2-3-5 = 30

2'-5 = 20
2»-3 = 24

Degree = n

n     =n¡¡... n.

16

18

= 10

= 12

= 2-6

= 16

= 8-2
= 4-4
= 2-2-4
= 18

Period = *-i(n)

^"pT   -Pr' "*

11 = 11
211=22

13 = 13
2-13 = 26

3-7 = 21
2-3-7 = 42
2»-7 = 28

22-3! = 36

17=17
2-17 = 34

2» = 32

24-3 = 48

2»-5 = 40

2*-3-5 = 60
19 = 19

2-19 = 38

3» = 27
2-3» = 54

Degree = n

n    = no... n.

= 20

= 2-10

= 22

= 2-12

= 4-6

= 6-4

= 2-2-6

Period =+-»(«)

■f°p?...pï = m

5! = 25

2.5» = 50
311 = 33

2-3-11 = 66
2211 = 44

23 = 23
2-23 = 46

313 = 39

2-3-13 = 78
2*13 = 52

5-7 = 35

2-5-7 = 70

23-7 = 56
2»-3i! = 72
3s-5 = 45

2-3*-5 = 90

2«-3-7 = 84

19. Computation of-^~l(n). Let m = -»jr-l(n). If m = 2a°pax'■• p"/,

wherea0>l, then ra = eb(2a°)+cb(p'?)+--- + cb(par'). Definingna, nx, •■•,nr,

as before, by equations (1), we obtain the final equations n = nQ + nx + ■• ■ + nr,

and ^-»(n) = é-\n9) -^(«J ■ • ■ ̂K)- >
Therefore the computation of Vr~1(w) *s strictly analogous to that of 9_1(n).

We first form all the possible partitions of n into even parts n0, nx, ■ ■ ■, nr, such

that the values of their inverse ^»-functions can be taken to be powers of distinct

primes ; then for every such partition of n we select those powers of distinct

primes in every possible way and form their product. The products so formed,

together with the doubles of those that are odd, are the required values of ^r-1( n ).
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20.  Table of values of y}r~l (n).

Those finite periods of n-ary matrices which are not alao periods of (n — 1 )-ary matrices.

Degree = n

= no + — +n,

= 2 +   2

6

= 2 + 4

= 4 + 2

Period = +->(»)

2^>.
Pr

1

2

3

6

4

5

1 =
2 =
3-

2-3 =
2* =
5 =

2-5 = 10
2»=  8

22-3 = 12

7=   7

2.7 = 14

3'=  9
2-3» = 18
3-5 = 15

2-3-5 = 30

22-5 = 20

2»-3 = 24

Degree = n

10

Period = +-'(n)

=n„ + ...+«'2<,V?...ÍV"=7

:8
= 2 + 6

:4+4

= 2-1-2+4
= 10

= 8 + 2
= 4+6

= 6 + 4

2+2+6
= 4+2+4

2* =

3-7 =
2-3-7 =

22-7 =

22-32 =

23-5 =

22-3-5 =

11 =

211 =
24-3 =

5-7 =
2-5-7 =
2»-7 =

2*-32 =

32-5 =

2-32-5 =

22-3-7 =

23-3-5 =

16
21

42
28
36
40
60

11

22
48

35

70
56

72
45
90
84

120

Degree =

12

=n0+•■•+«,

= 12

= 2 + 10

= 8 + 4
= 6 + 6

= 2+4+6

= 4+2+6
= 2+6+4

Period = iH(n)

2>«>...p^ = m

13 =
21-3 =

311 =
2-311 =

22-ll =

24-5 =

32-7 =

2-32-7 =

3-5-7 =

2-3-5-7 =
22-5-7 =

23-3-7 =

25-32-5 =

:    13
:    26

33
:    66

44
:  80
=  63

126
105

= 210

= 140

168
180

Canonical forms.

21. We wish to determine the canonical forms of all n-ary matrices of period

m in the domain (1). The canonical form of a reducible matrix must be a

reduced form whose irreducible components are all in their canonical forms,

but the latter, i. e., the canonical forms of irreducible matrices, can be chosen

in a variety of ways, the desideratum being to have as large a number of zero

elements as possible. One effective method is to use the lemma of § 2.

Another method, which to some extent agrees with the former, and which

makes every canonical form, at bottom, a permutation, will now be outlined ;

the canonical form of an irreducible matrix L will be determined for different

values of its period m.

22. m = p, a prime. In this case L is of degree p — 1. Assume p letters

Xx, • • •, X , connected by the symmetrical relation Xx + • ■ ■ + Xp = 0

(geometrically, p coordinates, of which p — 1 are independent). Any cyclical

permutation on all the letters is of period p and is equivalent to a linear sub-

stitution on the first p — 1 of them ; in particular, the permutation ( Xx ■ ■ ■ X )

is equivalent to the linear substitution

Xx = X2, X2 = X3, Xp_x = — xx ^1.
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and therefore to the matrix

L' =

0

0

1

0

0

1

01

0

0      0

-1 -1

0

1

1

-1

of degree p — 1.*    L' will be taken to be the canonical form of L.    For

example, if^ = 2, L' = (-\); ifjo = 3, L' = (_?_})•

23. m = p"(p a prime).    In this case L is of degree p"~l(p — 1 ) •   Assume

p" letters Xx, • • •, X „ connected by the p"~l symmetrical relations

(2) (¿=1, ')

(geometrically, p" coordinates, of which pT~l (p — 1 ) are independent). Take

any cyclical permutation on all the letters which leaves the relations (2)

invariant and is therefore imprimitive, having the systems of letters entering

into those relations as imprimitive systems. Such a permutation is of period

p" and is equivalent to a linear substitution on the pa~1(p — 1) letters

Xx, • • •, Xp^.Hp_x), which are obtained by omitting the last letter of each

imprimitive system.

In  particular, the  permutation (Xx ••• Xpa) is equivalent to the linear

substitution

Xx = X2, X2 = X3,

p-2

j=0

l+jpa-l •

The corresponding matrix will be taken to be the canonical form of every

irreducible matrix of period pa.

For example, if m = 32, we have nine letters Xx, ■ ■ •, Xt connected by the

three relations

Xx + Xt + X, = X2 + X¡ + Xs = X3 + X6 + X, = 0;

the permutation (Xx ••■ X9) is equivalent to the linear substitution

Xx' = X2, X2 = X3, X3 = Xt, X4' = Xs, Xi = A"6, X't = — Xx — Xk

*This method, for the case m=p, was given, in substance, in my paper in the Bulletin

of the American Mathematical Sooiety (1907), vol. 13, p. 343, ? 14. Cf. also Klein's

n-ary group of order (n + 1)! (Klein, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 4 (1871), pp. 346-

358; Mooek, American Journal of Mathematics (1900), vol. 22, pp. 336-342.)
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and therefore to the canonical matrix

0 10

0 0    1

0 0    0

0 0    0

0 0    0

0 0 0

0 0 0

10 0

0 10

0    0    1

[_l    0    0 -1    0    Oj

Again, if m= 22, we have four letters Xx, X2, X3, Xt, connected by the

two relations, Xx + X3 = X2 + Xt = 0 ; the resulting canonical form of an

irreducible matrix of period 4 is (_° J).

The method of § 22 is evidently a special case of this, for a = 1. In these

two sections the result agrees with that obtained by means of the lemma of § 2.

24. m = 2p" (p an odd prime). In this case L is again of degree 2J"~l(P—!)•

Its canonical form is easily obtained from that of an irreducible matrix of period

p" by changing the signs of all its elements. For example, if m = 2 • 3, the

canonical form is (\ ~j).

25. m =pax • • -pf (px, • • -, pr being distinct primes). In this general case

L is of degree eb(m) =p'xH~i(px — 1 ) • • -pf~l(pr — 1 )•    Consider the m. letters

(3) Xtl.ir    (^ = 1, •••,*?;•

Suppose them connected by the sets of symmetrical relations

h--,Paf)-

(4)

pi-i
E-r«. = o (¿1 = 1, ■■■,pî>-,5 <, = !,-■-,*?;• ••;<, = !, ■■;?"/),

3=»

t,Xíx.v,^r=° (v^- ;«•,_,=!.• •,/rr,l;<~i, „«,-i ),
j=U

the number of  which  is  m/px + ■ ■ ■ + mjpr.    Geometrically, the  letters  so

denoted may be regarded as m coordinates, of which the letters

(5) X,. ir    (<!=!, •;p'?-1(Px-l);--,<r=h-;P?~Hpr-l)),

eb(m) in number, are independent, and the rest are connected with these by the

sets of relations (4). Take any cyclical permutation of the m letters (3), which

leaves the sets of relations (4) unchanged.    Such a permutation is of period m
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and is imprimitive, having the systems of letters entering into those relations

as imprimitive systems. It is evidently equivalent to a linear substitution on

the eb(m) letters (5), and therefore to a matrix of degree (m).

In order to obtain a simple canonical form for the matrix, it will be con-

venient to extend the range of values of the suffixes ix, ■ • ■, ir to include all

integers, and to define every new letter Xix ir so obtained as equal to the old

letter whose suffixes are the least positive residues of the suffixes of the

new letter with respect to the moduli pf-, •• -, pf.    More precisely, we put

Xh.ir = X¡[.{'r, if, and only if, i, m i'x, modpf, ■ • -, and irmi'r, mod ¿A.

Then the letters

^i,i.i (> = 1, 2, ■•■jB)

are all distinct.    For if Xti.t = Xj}.¡, then i =j, modp"1, mod^°2, • • -,

and modp"*; and therefore i==j, mod»». So, being m in number, they are

simply the letters (3) arranged in a particular order.

It is now clear that the permutation (Xxx.j • ■ • Xmm      m), of period m,

has the required imprimitive .systems, and is therefore equivalent to the follow-

ing linear substitution on the 9 ( m ) letters (5) :

X'ix.<r=X<1 + 1.ir+1        [i, = l,  ■■ ; P?-1 (Pl-D -,   ■ ---.ir^l, ■■-, p"r'-l(pr-l)],

in which it is understood that every supernumerary letter is to be expressed in

terms of the letters (5) by means of the relations (4).    The resulting matrix

will be taken to be the canonical form of every irreducible matrix of period m.

The §§ 22-24 are evidently special cases of this section.

26. Examples.    (1) If m = 3-5, so that 9(m) = 2-4, we have the 15 letters

■^11» ^12' -^-13' ^-n' ^-15»

-**21>   -^22'   ^23»    "^24'   "^25'

y     y     y     jt     it^31»    -^-32'   ^33'   ^34>    ^35'

conditioned by the vanishing of the sum of the letters in each row and in each

column. The permutation (Xxx ■ ■ • XX5X3) becomes the octonary linear sub-

stitution X'i} = Xi+XJ+x (¿=1,25^ = 1,2,3,4), which may be written

i
x'x. = x2J+x       o'=i,2,3),     x'Xi = — ~J2x2.,

■*;,=-£*i,j+i (¿=i.2.3),    x'^J'^x .
1=1 <=1, 2
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Therefore the canonical form of an irreducible matrix of period 15 is

0000010 01

000000.10

00000001

0 0 0 0-1-1-1-1

0-1 0 0 0-1 0 0

0 0-1 0 0 0-1 0

0       0       0-1       0      0       0-1

11111111.

(2) If wi = 22-3, so that 9(m) = 2 2, we have the twelve letters-

Xis (i = 1, 2, 3 ; ^ = 1, 2, 3,4), connected by the relations

XiX + Xi3 = Xi2 + Xii = Q(i=l,2,o),XXJ+X2J + X3J=0(j=l,2,o,4).

The permutation (Xxx ■ •• XX2X2) becomes the quaternary linear substitution

X'ij = Xi+1j+x (i,j= 1, 2), which may be written

Xxx — X22, X'X2= — X21, X'2X= — XX2 — X22, X'22 = XXX + X2X.

Therefore the canonical form is

0       0       0       1^

0       0-10

0-1       0-1

ll       0       1       0J

27. We are now prepared to find the canonical forms of all n-ary matrices of

period m.    Theorem 4 shows that we merely have to select in all possible ways

integers mx, ■ ■ -,mt auch that their L.C. M.iam, and eb(mx) +-|- 9(mt) = ra.

The number of canonical forma is equal to the number of ways of selecting

these integers. The canonical form corresponding to any given selection is

obtained by taking irreducible componenta ofperiods mx, ■ • •, mt and of degrees

eb(mx), • • •, ep(mf), respectively, each in its canonical form as defined above,

and combining them into a single reduced matrix.

Example. If n = 3 and m = 6, we find three pairs of values of m, and m2r

namely 3 and 2, 6 and 1, 6 and 2, and therefore three canonical forms of ternary

matrices of period 6, namely,

<-l       0       0>0

0

1

0 -1

1 1,
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It will be noticed that every canonical form, as we have defined it, is a matrix

whose elements are equal to 0, 1, or — 1 and whose determinant is equal to ± 1.

RE8ULTS   FOR  MATRICES   OF  LOW   DEGREE.

28. The results of the foregoing theory may be applied to matrices of a few

of the lowest degrees and summarized as follows :

n = 2. Apart from the trivial case m = 1, the only finite periods of binary

matrices with rational elements are 2, 3, 6, and 4. The matrices of period 2

are all reducible ; their canonical forms are ( ~\ _x ), whose characteristic deter-

minant is (X + 1 )2, and (J _*), whose characteristic determinant is (X—1)(X+1).

The matrices of periods 3, 6, and 4 are all irreducible ; their canonical forms

and characteristic determinants are (_J _} ) and X2 + X. + 1, (J ~\) and X2—X+l,

( _°x J ) aud X2 + 1, respectively.

n = 3. In the field (1) ternary matrices have the same finite periods as

binary matrices, and all ternary matrices of finite period are reducible. Those

of period 2 have three canonical forms, namely,

whose characteristic determinants are (X+l)3, (X—1)(X+1)2, and (X—1)2(X+1),

respectively. Those of period 3 can all be transformed into the single canonical

form

¡1       0       0,o      0      1   ,

\o -i -i/

whose characteristic determinant is (X—1)(X2 + X + 1). Those of period 4

have the two canonical forms

/±1       0       0\

(    o      0      1   ,

V     0   -1       0/

whose characteristic determinants are (Xr^l)(X2+l). Finally, those of

period 6 have the three canonical forms mentioned in § 27, the corresponding

characteristic determinants being (X+1)(X2 + X + 1) and ( X =p 1 ) ( X2— X+l),

respectively.*

n = 4.     Quaternary matricea have the periods 5, 10, 8, and 12, in addition

to those of binary matrices.    All quaternary matrices of periods 5, 10, and 8,

* Contrast these nine canonical forms of ternary matrices, all of which are reduoed, with the

eight canonical forms, fonr reduced and four irreducible, obtained by Poincaré (1. c, p. 448).
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and some of period 12, are irreducible ; all those of periods 2, 3, 6, and 4, and

some of period 12, are reducible. Those of period 2 have four canonical forms,

which require no further mention. Those of period 3 have two canonical forms,

whose characteristic determinants are (X — 1)2(X2 + X+ 1) and (X2 + X + 1 )2,

respectively. Those of period 6 have seven canonical forms, and those of period

4 have four canonical forms.

Those whose periods are 5, 10, and 8 have the canonical forms and character-

istic determinants

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

0

_1 _1 _1 _1

0-100

0 0-10

0

and X4 + X3 + X2 + X+ 1,

1

0

0

0

-1

0

1

1

0

0

0

0   -1

1     1

0

1

0

0

and X« _ X> + \* _ \ + 1,

01

0

1

0

and x4 + l,

respectively.    Those matrices of period   12  which are irreducible have the

canonical form

0       0       11Í0

0

0

1

0-1       0

-1       0   -1

0       10

and the characteristic determinant X* — X2 + 1, while those which are reducible

have the two canonical forms

0

-1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

01

0

1

0   -1   -1

and

0

-1

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0i

0

1

1

whose characteristic determinants are (X2+1)(X2+X+1) and ( X2+1 ) ( X2—X+1 ),

respectively.

Trans. Am. Math. See. 1*
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n = 5. Quinary matrices have the same finite periods as quaternary matrices ;

all quinary matrices of finite period are reducible.

n = 6. Senary matrices have eight additional periods, viz., 7, 14, 9, 18, 15,

30, 20, and 24, making seventeen periods in all. Those whose periods are 7,

14, 9, and 18, are irreducible; those whose periods are 15, 30, 20, and 24 are

reducible, and their reduced forms are each made up of two components, one

binary and one quaternary. There is a single canonical form corresponding to

each of the periods 7, 14, 9, 18, 15, 20, and 24, while there are three canonical

forms corresponding to the period 30.

n = 7. Septenary matrices have the same finite periods as senary matrices ;

all septenary matrices of finite period are reducible.

n = 8. Octonary matrices have seven additional periods, 16, 21, 42, 28, 36,

40, and 60. Here for the first time we meet with irreducible matrices of

periods 15, 30, 20, and 24. Besides these, there are also reducible octonary

matrices of periods 15, 30, 20, and 24. For example, the irreducible matrices

of period 20 have the characteristic determinant X8 — X6 -f X4 — X2 + 1, while

the reducible matrices of period 20 have eight different characteristic determi-

nants, one of which is (X4 + X3 + X2 + X + 1 )(X2 + 1 )2.

This classification can easily be extended to cover matrices of any given

degree whatever.*

Cornell University,

August, 1907.

* I wish to acknowledge my obligation to Professor Fite for valuable assistance in correcting

errors and omissions in this paper.


